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People interested in Tolkien will surely wonder why Tolkien has 

changed his style from a fairy-tale Hobbit to a heroic-fantasy LotR, then to a 

biblical Silmarillion. Did his style become more and more bombastic with 

success, or was the age responsible for his perfectionism and lure for details? 

The answer is in fact a bit more complex. 
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I — Some points of Tolkien’s Biography 
 

 

1892-1916 – During Tolkien’s youth, in which he lives in the oxford country (Oxfordshire), he 

impassions himself for languages.  

1916 – Tolkien goes to war in France. He lives in the trenches and becomes sick. In the 

hospital, he starts creating his own languages. 

1917 – He has his first child. Will follow three others in 1920, 1924 and 1929. 

1924 – His passion for languages permits him to become professor at University (as a 

philologist). He becomes professor at Oxford University in 1925. He is specialist in 

old Anglo-Saxon poems. 

1937 – The Hobbit is published. 

1954 – The Lord of the Rings is published. 

1973 – Tolkien dies. 

1977 – His son Christopher publishes the Silmarillion. 
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II — Tolkien, the philologist 
 

Since the Hospital in France during WW1, Tolkien is creating a world. He started by some 

languages, inspired from Welsh or Finnish, that puzzled him so much when he was young, 

then imagined great tales concerning elves, dwarves (inspired by Nordic mythology) and great 

facts inducing legends (inspired by the middle-age mythology). The Silmarillion was born, in 

a very primary version.  

At that time, it told legends about the silmarilli, fabulous jewels, and more generally 

about the first age (even if not yet called like that), where evil is everywhere and the only 

meaning of life is to fight against it until death inevitably comes. The northern legends 

explain that even if the heroic life ends, the heroic will cannot disappear. 

One of the important parts is the very long story of Beren and Luthien Tinuviel, a long 

poem first entitled “the Gest of Beren and Luthien” and referred later as “the lay of Beren and 

Luthien”. 

All these poems and legends were very inspired by Tolkien’s work on middleage 

poems like Beowulf for example. 

 

In the late thirties, Tolkien and his friend CS Lewis decide to write on the theme of 

travelling; as Lewis writes about space travel, Tolkien does about time travel. He tells about 

an Atlantis-like island called Numenòr in which a father and his son come back in time and 

explore the Silmarillion mythology. Back in their time, the island sink, the planet gets round, 

the western lands disappear, just like the road to go there: the lost road (name of this work). 

Tolkien here lays the basis of his middle-earth’s second age and describes precisely what will 

happen in the end of this period. 
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III — Tolkien, the father 

 

“There is too little of what we really like in stories. I am afraid we shall have to try and 

write some ourselves” said once CS Lewis, one of Tolkien’s best friends. 

All began when John, Tolkien’s first son, could not sleep: his devoted father was 

telling him the extraordinary adventures of “carrot”, a red-hair boy. It was done: Tolkien 

could not stop telling stories during all his children youth. During all the 1920ies and 30ies, 

Tolkien used his incredible imagination to tell stories to his children: The adventures of Bill 

Stickers, of Rover the little dog turned into a toy, the traditional annual letter from Father 

Christmas and many others. Some of them were written but rarely to the end.  

Amongst all those stories, we will note the presence of one called “the adventures of 

Tom Bombadil”. Humphrey Carpenter* says about that : 

 
“Tom Bombadil was a well-known figure in the Tolkien family, for the character was based on a 
Dutch doll that belonged to Michael. The doll looked very splendid with the feather in its hat, 
but John did not like it and one day stuffed it down the lavatory. Tom was rescued, and 
survived to become the hero of a poem by the children’s father, “The Adventures of Tom 
Bombadil’, which was published in the Oxford Magazine in 1934**. It tells of Tom’s encounters 
with ‘Gold-berry, the River-woman’s daughter’, with the ‘Old Man Willow’ which shuts him up in 
a crack of its bole […] with a family of badgers, and with a ‘Barrow-wight’, a ghost from a 
prehistoric grave of the type found on the Berkshire Downs not far from Oxford. […] Tom 
Bombadil was intended to represent ‘the spirit of the (vanishing) Oxford and Berkshire 
countryside’***.”  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

* the author of Tolkien’s Biography. 

** that is to say before the publishing of the LotR and even before the Hobbit ! 

*** see the attachment of Tolkien to the Oxfordshire, represented again later by the hobbits. 
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IV — In a hole in the ground there lived a Hobbit 
 

In summer 1925, Tolkien, correcting his students work, wrote, without being able to 

tell why, “in a hole in the ground there lived a Hobbit”. He did not know who were those 

hobbits, but thought it would be an interesting point to think about. 

Later, a bit before 1935, he wrote another fairy tale for his children, the one of Bilbo 

Baggins, a peaceful hobbit, in the way you know it, while the end was missing – common 

thing in Tolkien’s works. By chance, a pupil of Tolkien managed to show the manuscript to 

publishers, who accepted it. The hobbit was published in its final version in 1937. It was 

immediate and unexpected success. 

The publishers, Allen & Unwin, wanted a sequel of the book, very rapidly. (the LotR 

was finally published seventeen years later ! ) Tolkien showed them other fairy-tales he wrote, 

amongst them “Farmer Giles of Ham” which was published but did not encounter as much 

success as the hobbit. Note the recursive theme of countrymen, unwilling heroes who reveal 

to be far more than what they are intended to be. 

From the hobbits he will say later* : ‘The Hobbits are just rustic English people, made small in 

size because it reflects the generally small reach of their imagination - not the small reach of 
their courage or latent power.’ To put it another way, the hobbits represent the combination of 
small imagination with great courage which (as Tolkien had seen in the trenches during the 
First World War) often led to survival against all chances. ‘I’ve always been impressed,’ he 
once said, ‘that we are here, surviving, because of the indomitable courage of quite small 
people against impossible odds.’ 

* Humphrey Capenter’s Biography 

 

 After 1945, when he was asked to write a sequel to Farmer Giles, he answered: “the 

sequel is plotted but unwritten, and likely to remain so. The heart has gone out of the Little 

Kingdom, and the woods and plains are aerodromes and bomb-practice targets” thus referring 

to the oxford green land destroyed by the war. 
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V — The Lord of the Rings, the missing piece 
 

 Tolkien understood quickly than the elves and dwarves described in The Hobbit were 

the same than the ones in his great work: the Silmarillion. As the story of the silmarils 

happened in a first age and that the story of Numenòr was in a second age, the Hobbit period 

was then called the third age. 

 Tolkien felt he needed something to link his fairy-tale side to his majestic master-

piece, the Silmarillion, and more generally to all he had already written in an adult style. 

 In late 1937 he has already started to write the sequel of the Hobbit, first titled: the 

return of the shadow. But, as in the end of The Hobbit, Bilbo is said to live peacefully until 

the end of his days, he cannot be the hero of the sequel. Tolkien has then an idea he notes on 

his early manuscripts: “Make return of ring a motive”. Humphrey Carpenter tells: 
“The ring, after all, was both a link with the earlier book and one of the few elements in it that 
had not been fully developed. Bilbo had acquired it accidentally from the slimy Gollum beneath 
the Misty Mountains. Its power of making the wearer invisible had been exploited fully in The 
Hobbit, but it might be supposed to have other properties. Tolkien made some further notes: 
‘The Ring: whence its origin? Necromancer? Not very dangerous, when used for good 
purpose. But it exacts its penalty. You must either lose it, or yourself.’ “ 

 

Between 1937 and 1940, the first chapter is written 7 times. The Hero is successively 

Bilbo, aged 111, who goes to Hobbiton to marry Primula Brandybuck, Bingo, Bilbo’s son, 

who “is going to do something about the Necromancer who is planning an attack on the 

Shire. They have to find Gollum, and find where he got the ring, for 3 are wanted” (Tolkien), 

and later Frodo.  
 ‘Stories tend to get out of hand,’ Tolkien wrote to his publisher a few weeks later, ‘and this has 
taken an unpremeditated turn.’ He was referring to the appearance, unplanned by him, of a 
sinister ‘Black Rider’ who is clearly searching for the hobbits. It was indeed the first of several 
unpremeditated turns that the story was to take. Unconsciously, and usually without 
forethought, Tolkien was bending his tale away from the jolly style of The Hobbit towards 
something darker and grander, and closer in concept to The Silmarillion. 

The black riders were said at that time to be ‘Ring-wraiths’ who had been made permanently 

invisible by other rings. 
There was also the problem of why the Ring seemed so important to everyone - that had not 
yet been established clearly. Suddenly an idea occurred to him, and he wrote: ‘Bilbo’s ring 
proved to be the one ruling Ring - all others had come back to Mordor: but this one had been 
lost.’ 
The one ruling ring that controlled all the others; the ring that was the source and instrument of 
the power of Sauron, the Dark Lord of Mordor; the ring that must be carried to its destruction 
by the hobbits, or else the whole world will come under Sauron’s domination. Now everything 
fell into place, and the story was lifted from the ‘juvenile’ level of The Hobbit into the sphere of 
grand and heroic romance. There was even a name for it: when next he wrote about it to Alien 
& Unwin, Tolkien referred to it as ‘The Lord of the Rings’. 

The last step is made when Tolkien, seeing that Bingo is a too juvenile name for what has 

become the story, replaces Bingo by Frodo, and tells he is the nephew of Bilbo. 
In October 1938 he wrote to Stanley Unwin that it was ‘forgetting “children” and becoming 
more terrifying than The Hobbit. And he added: ‘It may prove quite unsuitable.’ But he felt 
strongly that fairy-stories are not necessarily for children, and he decided to devote much of 
his lecture to the proof of this belief. 

In 1940, Frodo the hobbit travels through the old forest and meets a strange hobbit called 

Trotter in Bree, then goes to Rivendell (already existing in The Hobbit), and to the gates of 

the Moria (the fellowship of the ring is not yet composed of nine people). They will stay in 

the Moria during one year. 
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When he continues the novel in 1941, Tolkien has already good ideas of what will 

happen (in fact not so much, as Tolkien writing process is to let his hand free and think of the 

result later). But the first part of the book and later chapters, even if regularly rewritten, won’t 

suffer any important change. 

 

This first part is very interesting to study, as we can see the evolving of Tolkien’s 

work from a fairy-tale hobbit to a darker Silmarillion, the building of the LotR as the missing 

piece. Note that the character of Tom Bombadil was written long before The Hobbit and these 

chapters in the LotR are references, written when Tolkien did not know what would happen to 

his new hero. It is also interesting to see how Tolkien wrote and told that “ideas was coming 

to him” and not the contrary. 

 

 

 

Let’s compare the concepts involved in The Hobbit, the Lord of the Rings, and the 

Silmarillion: 

- The Hobbit tells the Quest for maturity of a young peaceful hobbit. He has to pass trials 

(darkness, water and fire – the orcs caves, the wood-elves and Smaug the dragon). At the end, 

he betrays his friends by giving the Arkenstone to the men, for the best of everyone, acting 

thus not in the easiest way but in the better one. It is a very classical scheme in fairy tales, 

which Tolkien also used in Roverandom or the Farmer Giles. 

- the Lord of the Rings, even if emphasising more clearly the fight of good versus evil, 

integrates different degrees (even if many people reproach Tolkien for being so manichean), 

which already introduce a more complex idea than in fairy tales. The main characters also 

have to fulfil a quest, but the quests are not for the good of those people but everyone’s. These 

quests end at the death of the hero (death of Frodo when his alter ego, Gollum, dies - 

Katharyn W. Crabbe; death of Aragorn in the appendixes, departures to the west of most of 

the characters, even Sam in the unpublished epilogue of the LotR). The LotR is mainly axed 

on sacrifice and other classical heroic values.  

 If the Hobbit was speaking of becoming adult, while acting in the best and not the 

easiest way, the LotR speaks of the whole life, accomplishing our destiny, not for our proper 

interest, and dying. The tone is of course very different. 

- The Silmarillion is the direct offspring of Middle age Anglo-Saxon poems like Beowulf, 

Arthurian circle ( Sir Gawain..) and German and Nordic mythology (like the Kalevala) 

Tolkien liked so much. The human life is totally meaningless when not sacrificed against evil. 

In the Silmarillion, each refusal to sacrifice creates a disaster. It is a negation of individual 

identity, only the war against evil has meaning; these concepts can be found in any myth and 

legend, and in a way in any religious book. 

 Thus we can easily see the differences between the three works, and the role of the 

LotR linking the two previously created universes. 
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1916 – Immobilized in a hospital, Tolkien concretizes his interest to languages in creating his 

own ones.  

1920 – Tolkien starts creating and writing tales for his children. It will last until the late 

thirties. 

1925 – Tolkien has already created the Quenya language, most of the story of Beren and 

Luthien, and he has laid all the basis of the first age, which he will complete during his 

whole life. 

~1933 – One of the fairy tales Tolkien wrote: The Hobbit; it will be published in 1937. 

~1935 – Tolkien writes an unfinished novel: The Lost Road. He laid the basis for the second 

age. 

1937 – Asked to create a sequel to The Hobbit, Tolkien understands that he has made a third 

age for his world. Writing the Lord of the Rings (The Hobbit 2), he understands it will 

be a link between those two universes. The book gets bigger and bigger. Tolkien often 

sends letters to the editors saying that he has nearly finished, but one or two 

supplementary chapters have imposed themselves to his mind: the writing of the LotR 

will last 12 years (1937-1949). It will be published in 1955 after many years of 

corrections. 

1955-1973 – Tolkien will spend the rest of his life completing his universe, particularly the 

first age, and correcting and re-correcting it, because of his perfectionism. In his book 

Leaf by Niggle, Tolkien tells the story of a painter whom perfectionism prevents him 

from finishing his masterpiece. It will finally happen: when in 1973 Tolkien dies, the 

Silmarillion is not finished. Most of the Stories of the Silmarillion will nevertheless be 

published posthumously, by his son Christopher in many books (the Silmarillion, 

unfinished tales, History of Middle Earth, and also the Lost Road) – still, remember 

that most of these are unfinished works compiled by his son ; the style is sometimes 

heavy and the plot difficult to follow. 

 

Adult books 
 

The LotR 
 

Fairy tales 
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VI — Last Words 
 

So who was Tolkien? Someone impassioned with Fairy tales, who wrote so many for 

his children, and impassioned with legendary writings, who created his own world. The Lord 

of the Rings is at the cross of these two tendencies, the missing piece between Tolkien father 

and Tolkien philologist. 

 

 I would like to finish by quoting the tombstone of Tolkien : 

 

 

 

“I am in fact a hobbit, in all but size. I like gardens, trees, and unmechanized 

farmlands; I smoke a pipe, and like good plain food (unrefrigerated), but detest French 

cooking; I like, and even dare to wear in these dull days, ornamental waistcoats. I am fond of 

mushrooms (out of a field); have a very simple sense of humour (which even my appreciative 

critics find tiresome); I go to bed late and get up late (when possible). I do not travel much.” 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Sources: 

Humphrey Carpenter : A biography (of JRR Tolkien) 

History of Middle Earth, by Christopher Tolkien 

Katharyn W. Crabbe analyzing Tolkien at this address:  

http://www.davidslife.com/funstuff/tolkien/analysis.htm 
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